
The feature race on this Del Mar closing day, the G1 Matriarch, features a solid field of quality fillies and mares. The 
“Green” PlotFit shows minimal changes from Standard to Surface/Distance and looks to be an honestly run Mile with the 
“Fire” Conten5on and 45 SpeedRate.  

That “Fire” Conten5on is supported by three clear cut runners in Quad I. Also pulls in #1 MUCHO UNUSUAL on Standard 
and likely in that EP role as she draws the rail and looks compromised in terms of pace from that post. Similar for #5 
JULIET FOXTROT one that expects to get a lot of public support given the connecHons and third place finish (B-) in this 
race last year. She does not hold any strong edge (Plot/Notes/Fig) this aKernoon and lacks value as a contender. #7 SHE’S 
OUR CHARM also below in terms of class (Grades/Fig) making her first graded stakes appearance.  

The lone Square in Quad I, #4 BLOWOUT is one of three entered here for Chad Brown. She presents to have some edge 
over the other EP/Quad I runners, however, will have to deal with the “Fire” and has been unable to hold in her graded 
stakes races to date. Her presence in this race suggests “rabbit” a scenario that benefit #6 VIADERA in their common 
race, the G3 Noble Damsel Stakes at Belmont Park. Granted the change from East to West holds some weight, the move 
from G3 to G1 is a major change and the two will be tested for class.  

Tested for class was asked and answered by #9 TAMAHERE as she dominated her rivals in the G2 Sands Point last month. 
She will step up off that G2 win, not only with the G1 level here though also making her first start against older. She looks 
up to this test and a capable contender based on that recent B+ Op5xGRADE/NOTE. #8 BODHICITTA with some of the 
same traits as Quad IV Square along with the B+ in the G2 Yellow Ribbon Stakes last out. She will need to improve from 
her B- in the G1 Gamely, which gives the edge of these two to TAMAHERE lightly raced and capable to improve for 
Brown.  

#3 SHARING will also take on older fillies and mares for the first Hme this aKernoon; a factor that has to be noted with 
her posiHon on the Plot as a three-year-old. Most of her race data is based on juvenile form with the G1 CoronaHon at 
Ascot unaccounted for on the Plot racing overseas. She has upside based on her overall record and class based on the 
consistency at the graded/group stakes level making her legit in here. 

#2 MAXIM RATE brings a solid 2020 record into this race and has improved overall this year as a four-year-old. She 
finished second in the G1 Rodeo Drive Stakes with a B- Op5xGRADE (needs to improve here) however was not at her 
preferred distance (Shorter?) going the 10-furlongs that day. She is a proven miler and of the “local” runners has perhaps 
the best chance of this conHngent in the face of some strong shippers. 
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